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❖ Dimensions: 11 cm x 11 cm x 20 
cm.

❖ 2 layers of mylar at the beam 
entrance and exit.

❖ 12 consecutive staggered layers.
(alternated horizontal and vertical 
wires)

❖ Each layer is composed of three 
rectangular cells, 16 mm × 10 mm 
(for a total of 36 cells).

❖ Efficiency and resolution for protons and carbon ions at 80 MeV/u (LNS):

Paoloni 2012, Physics Procedia

❖ Resolution: 
12C at 400 MeV/u 
1.8 kV

Ar/CO2 at 80/20
(GSI)

Abou-Haidar 2012, Jinst
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BEAM MONITOR: THE RESTART
❖Purpose

-Learn the hardware and the acquisition software 
adopted in the FIRST experiment.
-Restart the BM, check it's conditions detecting
cosmic rays.
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❖Reminder: FOOT BM electronics
-LV and HV power supply: MX100TP and N1470
-TDC multihit (64 Ch): V1190B
-Discriminator with ECL outputs: V895
-Logic unit: N405/N455
-Dual timer: N93B
-Other modules: fan-in fan-out (N625), Scaler (V830) 5



BEAM MONITOR: THE RESTART

❖Acquisition parameters
-BM signals threshold set to 17 mV
-V1190B TDC: read the discriminated signals in a 
2 µs time window, centered on the trigger time.
(5 ns double hit resolution).
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❖Number of signals vs BM readout HV

❖Wire discharging rate
-HV = 2100 v --> 23%
-HV = 2000 v --> 14%

❖Cosmic ray example (HV = 2100 v)
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-Gas choice.
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❖Calibration and tests
-Calibration of the space-time relations with two 
external detectors, preferably pixel or microstrip 
detectors with a spatial resolution <100 µm.
-Evaluation of efficiency and spatial resolution.
-ST rel, efficiency and spatial resolution depends 
on the incoming particle.
-Trento? CNAO?

❖Deadline: end of 2018
-Run with ECC and Start Counter?
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